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Abstract
A second-order perturbation (2PT) approach to the spin–orbit interaction (SOI) is implemented
within a density-functional theory framework. Its performance is examined by applying it to the
calculation of themagnetocrystalline anisotropy energies (MAE) of benchmark systems, and its
efficiency and accuracy are comparedwith the popular force theoremmethod. The case studies are
tetragonal FeMe alloys (Me=Co,Cu, Pd, Pt, Au), as well as FeMe (Me=Co, Pt) bilayers with (111) and
(100) symmetry, which cover awide range of SOI strength and electronic band structures. The 2PT
approach is found to provide a very accurate description for 3d and 4dmetals and,moreover, this
methodology is robust enough to predict easy axis switching under doping conditions. In all cases, the
details of the bandstructure, including states far from the Fermi level, are responsible for the finally
observedMAE value, sometimes overruling the effect of the SOI strength. From a technical point of
view, it is confirmed that accuracy in theMAE calculations is subject to the accuracy of the Fermi level
determination.
1. Introduction
In amodel systemof interactingmagneticmoments various contributions can be identified that lead to the
observation of themagnetic anisotropy, i.e. the existence of a preferentialmagnetization direction in the system.
These terms are the classical dipole–dipole interaction, resulting in the so-called shape anisotropy, and
quantum-mechanical oneswith origin in the electronic spin–orbit interaction (SOI). These latter include the
anisotropic exchanges, both the symmetric and antisymmetric (known asDzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction
[1, 2]), and themagnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA). Here, this fundamental property (MCA) is used as a probe
for approximatemethods to treat the SOI, but ourmethods are potentially valid to treat other physical
properties determined by SOI, like anisotropic g-tensors or anisotropic exchange interaction [3], and Elliot–
Yafet theory of spin relaxation [4].
The historical development of non-volatilememories based on the property ofmagnetorresistivity has been
closely related to the ability of balancing out those competing contributions. The key achievementwas the
perpendicularmagnetic anisotropy in thinfilmheterostructures, since the out-of-planeMCAat the interface
tends to dominate the in-plane shape anisotropy. Indeed, the efficient spin orientation control in the
ferromagnetic (FM) electrodes ofmagnetic tunnelling junctions is still a technological challenge. Additionally,
the use of externalmagnetic fields for this purpose is evolving towards voltage control of spintronic devices [5, 6]
and spin transfer torques induced by spin-polarized currents [7]. These advancesmotivate efficient, robust and
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The interplay ofMCA and dimensionality is considered as a promising route for the development of
spintronics. Furthermore,MCAplays a central role in themagnetic properties of two-dimensionalmaterials,
since it can prevent thermal fluctuations fromdestroying long-rangemagnetic order [8]. In this context, density
functional theory (DFT) calculations that include SOI constitute a powerful theoretical tool to characterize the
MCA.Nonetheless, the smallmagnitude of the associatedmagnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MAE) imposes
stringent convergence to theDFT calculations at the expense of high computational demands. In practice, fully
relativistic DFT calculations that include SOI are carried out byfirst computing self-consistently the
Hamiltonian of the system including the scalar relativistic term and next adding the spin–orbit contribution.
The lattermay be treated self-consistently (FSC) or non-self-consistently [9, 10]within the so-called force
theorem (FT) [11] to obtain theMAE. FT is often considered to produce a good estimate of the FSCMAEvalue
for every system, at least for bulk crystals, although it has been shown to be less accurate in the case of low
dimensional systems [12]. In any case, this comparison between FT and SCF calculations can only be done for
relatively simple systems, because the FSC tends to be computationally too demanding. Alternatively, Green’s
functionmethods that treat SOI at the level of second-order perturbation theory (2PT) have been formulated in
the literature under different flavours [13–17]. These approaches rely on the knowledge of the spin–orbit effects
on atomic orbitals (AOs) [18–20], which can be quasi-analytically accounted.However, to our knowledge, the
versatility of those perturbativemethods has not been exploitedwithin aDFT environment. Considering the
high computational expense involved inDFT calculations that include SOI under the aforementioned
techniques, it would be timely to explore the 2PT route.
In this work, we address approximatemethods to treat spin–orbit effects inDFT calculations and establish
their efficiency, accuracy, and applicability range usingMAE values of several Fe-based alloys as benchmarks.
Overall, we tackle fundamental concepts related to themagnetic anisotropy, such as the relationship between the
one-electronwavefunctions used in ab initio or tight binding schemeswith themultiplets (spin states)used in
spin hamiltonian formulations [21–23].More specifically, our aim is two-fold: (i) set the technical grounds for
implementing a 2PT approach in regular DFT codes, with a detailed description of the handling of two different
families of localized basis sets. Thereby, the 2PTmany-body expression for theMAE is evaluated using one-
electron operators andwavefunctions. (ii)Taking the FSCMAEs of themodel systems as reference values, study
the accuracy of the FT and 2PT approximations and their dependence on the physics of the problem. This
requires to take into account careful convergence criteria.
As case studies, we choose tetragonal transition-metal alloys FeMe (Me=Co,Cu, Pd, Pt, andAu)with L10
structure (see figure 1) andwe also consider thin FeMe (Me=Co, Pt) bilayers with (111) and (100) orientations.
With this choice we can cover awide range of two orders ofmagnitude in SOI strengths by using elements of
different atomicweigths and alsowe analyse differerent hybrid bands characters (d–d for FeCo, FePd, and FePt,
and d–s for FeCu and FeAu). Additionally, theMCAof this type of alloys is well characterized and, thus, provides
uswith a reliable quantitative reference to compare the approximatemethods considered. In fact, for solids with
cubic symmetry,MCA is an effect of fourth order in the SOI strength but a tetragonal distortion can enable a
second-orderMCA. This idea is behind thematerials used in (or proposed for) some of the aforementioned
devices. For example,multiferroics allow for strain-mediatedmagneto-electric coupling [24, 25] and,more
recently, tetragonalHeusler alloys have attracted attention for combining highMCA and half-metallicity
Figure 1. Structure of the L10 tetragonal unit cell and cartesian axes that provide a goodmatch between theMLWFs and theY2m
orbital functions.
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[26, 27]. The family of L10 alloys considered in this work is also versatile, since their structure andmagnetic
properties can be tailored by varying the stoichiometry, as it is the case of the stronglymagnetostrictive ‘galfenol’
(Fe1−xGax) [28, 29], Fe1−xCox [30–32], andCu–Nifilms [33]. Several theoretical studies have shown that a bias
voltage could significantly affect theMCA [34, 35] and, in fact, an electric-field-inducedMCA switching has
been realized in Fe30Co70 alloy films [36].
Our first principles calculations show that the second-order perturbative (2PT) approach to treat spin orbit
interaction is very reliable for the lighter (3d and 4d) transitionmetals but it breaks down for heavier 5d
elements. In general, theMAE values calculated using the force theorem (FT) agree reasonably well with the fully
self-consistent calculated values also for the heavier elements, butminor quantitative discrepancies between one
and other are apparent in the two-dimensional thin bilayers. The different performance of these two
approximatemethods is explained by their construction: while 2PT is perturbative in the spin–orbit strength, FT
is perturbative in the charge density. The general character of these approaches suggests that they can be applied
to any system featuring dispersive bands. Regarding the nature of theMCA in the alloys under study, wefind its
physical origin in the availability of empty Fe electron states, although thewhole valence bandstructure
contributes to its finalmagnitude, this latter calculatedwith tenths ofmeVprecision.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the threemethods used here to compute theMAE,
namely FSC (section 2.1), FT (section 2.2) and, inmore detail, two different implementations of a 2PT formula
inDFT codes (section 2.3). Details of theDFT calculation parameters for the Fe-based alloys are presented in
section 3. The results for the charge neutral and non-neutral cases are shown in sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 5.
2. Theoretical background
The SOIHamiltonian is generally written as a sumover one-electron operators:
H l s , 1
i
i i iSO å x= · ( )
where li and si are the orbital and spinmomentumoperators, respectively, acting on the ith electron in the
system and ξi accounts for the SOI strength. In practice, asmost of the relevant electronic andmagnetic
properties of solids derived fromSOI originate from valence electrons, only outer-shell and semi-core electrons
are considered in ourfirst principles calculations. Since ξi is proportional to the radial derivative of the potential,
it increases with the atomic number. Furthermore, it is often a good approximation to take the same value for all
the electronswithin the same l-shell.
In the next subsectionswe describe the threemethods considered in this work to evaluate theMAEs from
first-principles, all of them including SOI at different levels of approximation. In particular, wewill examine
underwhich conditions a second-order perturbative approach, where ξi acts as the perturbation constant,
breaks down.
2.1. Self-consistentMAE (FSC)
Our reference ab initioMAEvalue is obtained by substracting the total energies Etot between two fully-relativistic
self-consistent calculations, which include SOI, for two different orientations of themagnetization,
E EMAE , 2x ztot tot= - ( )
where the spins are aligned along theOX andOZ directions shown in the L10 unit cellmodel offigure 1. The
main shortcoming of thismethod is its computational cost, since equation (2) implies substracting two large
numbers, which requires demanding convergence criteria. In fact, the obtention of well-convergedMAEs from
equation (2) is crucial in this work (see details in the next section), since they are used as a benchmark for the
approximations described in the next subsections.
2.2. Non-self-consistentMAEbased in the FT
A scalar relativistic ground state (GS) is converged in a spin-polarized calculationwithout SOI. The so-obtained
charge density is used to initialize a fully-relativistic calculation (i.e. non-collinear) by turning it into a block-
diagonal charge densitymatrix. Then, the spin–orbitHSO term calculated for a givenmagnetization axis is added
to the scalar-relativistic hamiltonianH0 and new eigenvalues are calculated by diagonalizationwithout further
self-consistent cycles.We denote the resulting total energy change E x ztot
,D and the corresponding charge density
changeΔρ x, z. TheMAE is approximated as the difference in the band energies, E x zband
, , between the two
orientations of themagnetization, bearing inmind that the Fermi levels are in general different for the two
orientations, as they are computed independently,
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Here, the sum runs over one-electron eigenvalues kn
x z, , calculatedwith the spins aligned along theOX andOZ
directions, respectively, and integrated over the entirefirst Brillouin Zone (1BZ).Nb bands are considered (index
n) and a discrete grid ofNk points (index k) is used to sample the 1BZ. f
x,z are the Fermi–Dirac distribution
functions, which depend on themagnetization axes through the Fermi energy, while thefinite electronic
temperature kT acts as a smearing parameter. The approximation is based on the fact that E xtotD and E
z
totD are
correct to order x 2rD( ) and z 2rD( ) , respectively. Themethod is thus sometimes called ‘second variation’ [10] or
‘force theorem’ [9, 11]. Equation (3) is correct to orderΔρ x, zwhile the x z, 2rD( ) -order corrections have a small
effect, since there are cancellations from the twomagnetization directions [9]. If one further assumes that the
self-consistency cycles introduce negligiblemodifications in the charge densitymatrix and in the exchange and
correlation potential, then equations (2) and (3) should provide very similarMAE values, althoughwith a
considerable reduction in the computational cost in the latter case.
2.3. Second-order perturbativeMAE (2PT)
Awidely used alternative approximation treats the SOI as a second-order perturbation (2PT) to themany-body
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where the sum runs over excited states. In amany-body language theGS 0Y ñ∣ ( ) is formed as a Slater determinant
by occupation of the lowest-lying one-electronKohn–Sham eigenstates up to the Fermi level. Each excited state
iY ñ∣ ( ) is then constructed by creating electron–hole (e–h) pairs using the unoccupied Kohn–Sham eigenstates.
Thus, the E Ei0– term in the denominator is simply the energy difference between the occupied and unoccupied
eigenvalues associated to the particular e−h excitation [13, 18–20]. The perturbative expansionmay then be
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where ,s s¢ stand for the spin indices.
The second-order formula given by equation (5) is applicable only to a non-degenerate GS. A degenerate GS
in an extendedmetallic systemhappenswhen there is a band crossing at a certain k-point precisely at the Fermi
level and this band pair is coupled byHSO (i.e. the correspondingmatrix element is not zero). This can happen
eventually, and in this situation the eigenstate pair should be treated separately byfirst-order degenerate state
perturbation theory.However, in a calculationwith a largeNk the contribution to ESO
2D ( ) of these exactly
degenerate states would be negligible, since only a handful of band crossings are expected at the Fermi level, and
they contribute with a factor of order ξ/Nk [37]. A sufficientlyfine k-grid canmap the spin–orbit band splitting
effect nearby the crossing, so that equation (5) can be safely used.
In practice, it is convenient to express equation (5) in a basis whose elements havewell defined lm quantum
numbers (spherical harmonicsYlm). A natural choice are AOs, which already constitute the basis set in a number
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whereR runs over the lattice vectors, Ra ñ∣ ( ) denotes anAO located in unit cellR andNα is the total number of
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and the generalized projected charges by:
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It is usual to further assume the so-called on-site approximation, whereby the li ·si operators onlymix states
within the same l-shell of a given atom contained in the origin unit cell. Equation (8) then becomes:
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where indices ,a b in the last termnow refer to the principal quantumnumber in a given atom (in amulti-ζ
scheme, also the particular ζ [38]), and lm stand for the orbital andmagnetic quantumnumbers of eachAO. ξα,l
is the SOI strength for this l-shell resulting from the integration of the radial part in the lm H lmSOa s a sá ¢ ¢ñ∣ ∣
matrix elements (independent of mm¢ and ss¢). The angular part of thesematrix elements, lm lml sa s a sá ¢ ¢ñ∣ · ∣ ,
take simple analytical expressions and tabulated formulas as a function of the spherical harmonicsYlm involved
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Weobserve that the 2PT equations (7) and (11) are perturbative in the SOI strength, which appears explicitly in
the formof the parameters lxa in this equation.
Next, we consider the case when the unperturbed spin-polarized calculation is realized employing a plane-
wave basis set, asmanyDFT codes do. Instead of using a Bloch-function representation of theKohn–Sham
eigenstates, we use a set ofNwmaximally localizedWannier functions (MLWF) as formulated in [41].MLWFs
are constructed to yield the exact eigenvalues as the ab initio calculation. Usually, a previous disentanglement
procedure is carried out, whereby a handful of relevant bandswithin an energywindow are isolated from the rest
[42]. For the systems under study, we focus on the bands that originate from the d-valence electrons of both
metal atoms (allowing also for some degree of s–d hybridization) and belong to awindow of about 10 eV below
and 5 eV above the Fermi energy. Afterwards, it is straightforward to obtain newBloch functions on a k-grid as
dense as desired by interpolation [43]. This procedure allows us to estimate the 2PTMAEusing as input solely a
scalar-relativistic first-principles calculation and does not require a highly dense 1BZ k-sampling.
The jthMLWF localized at the unit cellR that results fromband disentanglement andwannierization for
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where knsñ∣ stands for theKohn–Sham eigenstates already interpolated in the dense k-grid [43] and Q kjns ( ) are
the coefficients that relate theWannier and Bloch functions.
Typically, atomic-likewavefunctions, formed by a radial function and spherical harmonicsYlm to describe
the angular component, are used to initialize thewannierization procedure. Here, we use d-orbitals centred at
the atomic sites and a few s-waves at interstitial positions. The purpose of the latter functions is to facilitate the
wannierization andwill not take part in the 2PTMAE calculation.Wefix l=2 and drop this index in the
following. Thus, the j label accounts for theα-th atom in the cellR and them=0,±1,±2 quantumnumber. If
the deviation of theMLWFs from actual atomicwavefunctions is small, we can approximate thematrix





¢( )∣ ∣ ( ) by the ones in the AO representation m ml sa s a sá ¢ ¢ñ∣ · ∣ and take advantage of
their simple analytic expressions [39, 40]. Note that, in general, the resultingMLWFs do not keep awell-defined
orbital character because they have to account for both the intra- and inter-AOhybridization present in the
system [44]. Nevertheless, a suitable choice of axes in the systems under study allows to obtainMLWFs that keep
the AOcharacter and justify this approximation. Substituting equation (13) in (5) and using this approach, the
second-order energy correction associated to the SOI is
E F m m m ml s l s , 14
m m m m
m m m mSO
2
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2
1 2 1 2 1 2
1 2ååå å x x a s a s a s a sD =
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where themi indexes run over the 5 d-orbitals of each atomαi in the unit cell. The F coefficients contain the
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Equation (14) is similar to the 2PTMAE formula for extended systems developed by van der Laan [20], and here
we generalize the result to the case ofmore than one atomper unit cell. It is also straigthforward to show that the
on-site approximation equation (11) reduces to the above expression after replacing the Bloch coefficients
c kna
s ( ) in equation (9) by the Q kjns ( ) ones and restricting the summation over the angularmomentumnumbers
to the l l 2= ¢ = case.
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Note that equation (14) (or equation (7)) is a ‘four-legged’ expression in the sense that is contributed by two
different e–h pairs. There are other 2PT formulations based on the use of a localized basis set of orbitals
[13, 15, 18, 19]. However, it is worth tomention that our formulation of theMAEdoes not neglect spin-flip
contributions, unlike the one proposed by Bruno [18]. Formulas that neglect wavefunction phase effects in the
Kohn–Sham-to-local-basis projection have also been proposed [13, 15]. By doing so, the ‘four-legged’
equation (14) becomes only ‘two-legged’ and equation (15) can bewritten in simpler terms, namely the
projected densities of states on the local orbitals.
3. Computational details
In all the procedures described in this section, to prevent theMAE values frombeing biased by the structural
parameters, we have kept the bulk L10 lattice constants a, cfixed in all calculations (see figure 1 and table 1). The
model for FeCo has the Fe bcc unit cell volume and c/a=1.2 tomaximise the anisotropy, as suggested by the
literature on strain effects [30]. For FeCu,we keep theCu–Cu as in bulk fccCu and c/a=1.34 [45]. Finally, we
use published lattice constants for FePd, FeAu [46] and FePt [47]. The interplanar distance of the FeCo and FePt
bilayermodels with (100) structure has been set to d c 2= . For the (111)films, the Co and Pt bulk lattice
constants have been used and the interplanar distance has been optimized (see table 2).
TwoDFT codes have been used in this work: SIESTA-Green (SG) [38, 48] andVASP [49, 50]. The former
usesmulti-ζnon-orthogonal strictly localized numerical AOs as basis set and replaces core electrons by pseudo-
potentials, while the latter uses plane-waves and projector-augmentedwave potentials to describe the ion cores
[51]. Both codes feature SOI implementations [48, 52] that allow to obtain theMAE values directly from
equation (2) or the SOI-corrected eigenvalues of equation (3). Byworkingwith both codes we ensure that the
conclusions about theMCA are not biased by the basis set type. The exchange and correlation functional used in
all calculations is that of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof [53].
In theVASP calculations the p semi-core states are included as valence electrons.We have set the plane-wave
energy cut-off to 400 eV in all the systems, except for 420 eV in FeAu, and suitable k-pointMonkhorst–
Packgrids [54] according to each lattice dimensions and calculation type ((24×24×20) for FeCo and
(24×24×18) for the other L10 units cells, and (48×48×1) for the thinfilm calculations). The tetrahedron
methodwith Blöchl corrections is used to obtain the Fermi level [55]. For the SG calculations we have adopted a
double-ζ polarized scheme to generate the AObasis set using a confinement energy of 100 meV although, as
Table 1.Unit cell lattice parameters (see figure 1) of the consideredmodel bulk systems and calculation parameters used in the
wannierization. ns is the number of s-wave-likeWannier functions, introduced in addition to the d-orbital-like ones, placed at
interstitial sites of the structure. [w0,w1] are the frozenwindows used for disentanglement with respect to the Fermi energy. Two
intervals are shown for FeAu that correspond to different windows for the spin-majority and spin-minority bands, respectively.
k1 is the grid used in the referenceDFT calculation and k2 the interpolated grid used to evaluate theMAE in the 2PT
approximation. pmin is theminimumprojection factor p ma s (equation (16)) found for each system.
FeCo FeCu FePd FePt FeAu
a (Å) 2.680 2.553 2.751 2.722 2.885
c/a 1.2 1.339 1.327 1.364 1.328
ns 3 4 3 2 3,4
[w0,w1] (eV) [−5.2, 2.8] [−10.0, 3.5] [−6.6, 2.4] [−5.8, 2.2] [−3.4,−1.1], [−1.4, 1.6]
k1 16×16×14 16×16×12 16×16×12 16×16×12 16×16×12
k2 40×40×33 36×36×28 36×36×27 40×40×30 36×36×27
pmin 0.88 0.82 0.82 0.90 0.85
Table 2.Geometry of the considered thinfilmmodels and calculation parameters used in thewannierization. A
supercell of height 22.5Å is used.Here, d is the distance between atomic planes. The other parameters
description is similar to that of table 1. Frozenwindows are used only in the FePtmodels.
FeCo(111) FeCo(100) FePt(111) FePt(100)
a (Å) 2.50 2.68 2.78 2.722
d (Å) 2.094 1.674 2.128 1.856
ns 3 2 4 3
[w0,w1] (eV) — — [−8.6, 0.9], [−8.6, 1.9] [−5.8, 0.2], [−7.8, 2.7]
k1 16×16×1 16×16×1 16×16×1 16×16×1
k2 96×96×1 96×96×1 96×96×1 96×96×1
pmin 0.92 0.91 0.88 0.87
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opposed toVASP, no p semi-core states are considered. Pseudo-core corrections are included for all the atoms
involved, while a very fine real spacemesh is employed by setting themesh cut-off to 4000 Ry.
In the SG case, SOImatrices are calculated under the fully-relativistic pseudo-potential (FR-PP)method
described elsewhere [48]. This approach goes beyond the on-site approximation [56] (equation (10)) as it takes
into account intra- and inter-atomic interactions between different l-shells. Although the off-site terms tend to
be small, test calculations show that neglecting them can induce errors in theMAEof around 0.2 meVor even
larger (around 1 meV) in particular cases. Nevertheless, the on-site approximation allows to extract the SOI
strengths ξαl, whichwe provide in table 3 for the d orbitals.
Evenwhenworkingwith the FSCmethod for SOI, the calculation parametersmust be carefully tested. The
Fermi energy smearing is a decisive technical factor for theMAEof some of the systems. This issue has been
addressedwith both codes for the FSC and FTmethods.Wefind satisfactory convergence when the tetrahedron
method is used for the FSCMAEwithVASP [55]. By doing so, we avoid kT-dependence in the resultingMAE
values (wehave checked that the total energy extrapolation to kT=0 gives, in general, good agreementwith the
results of the tetrahedronmethod).With SG, since the use offiner k-point grids can be afforded at a reasonable
computational andmemory cost, a high convergence could be systematically achieved in the k-grid.
Convergency values below 0.01 meV are obtainedwith kT values entering the Fermi–Dirac distribution function
as low as 1 meV. In the FT calculations we find that the smearing function, whether Fermi–Dirac orMethfessel–
Paxton of a given order [57], has a non-negligible influence, but it becomes less important for sufficiently fine k-
grids and small kT. A detailed convergence analysis for all phases can be found in the Supplementary
Information sections 1, 2 andfigures 1–4 (stacks.iop.org/NJP/21/073054/mmedia).
For themore elaborate 2PTmethodology, we have implemented equation (7) for the SG calculations and the
semi-analytical formof equation (14) for VASP in combinationwithWannier90 [41, 58]. The k-grids needed to
obtain a faithful representation of the electronic structure withMLWFs can be less dense than the ones typically
needed to obtain theMAEs. The latter, also used in the explicit evaluation of equations (14) and (15), can be
chosen as dense as desired byMLWF interpolation [43]. Besides, due to the strongly hybridized d-bands in the
L10 Fe-alloys, prior towannierization it is useful to perform a disentanglement of the bands [42]within an
energywindow that contains the relevant states. A numerical drawback in thewhole procedure is that the quality
of thewannierization is system-dependent. Therefore, for each alloywe have chosen suitable settings, shown in
table 1, tomeet the usual sanity requirements of a wannierization, namely, little overlap betweenMLWFs (at
least between the functions that emulate the d-orbitals), bandstructure reproducibility, and spatial localization.
The same strategy has been adopted for the four thinfilms (see table 2).
It is worthmentioning that the five atomic d-orbital wavefunction geometries, i.e. the representations of the
angular functions Y rm2 (ˆ) in cartesian coordinates, depend on the convention taken for theOX,OY,OZ axes in
each code. Obviously, the electronic structure that results fromhybridization of the atomicwavefunctionsmust
be independent of those conventions. However, if we align the crystallographic directions and the cartesian axes
of VASP andWannier90 as shown infigure 1, we can represent the bonding states as overlapping Y r Rm2 - a( )
functions localized at atomic positionsRα. Otherwise, the overlaps would happen for linear combinations of
Y rm2 (ˆ) functions at each site. In such case, theMLWFs that reproduce the electronic structure do not resemble
the initial spherical harmonics and equation (14) cannot be applied directly: an intermediate stepwould be
needed to account for the linear combinations of Y rm2 (ˆ) functions. The axes choice offigure 1makes this step
unnecessary. Indeed, we can trace theMLWFs back to individual Fe andMe d-orbitals by visual inspection (see
supplementary information figure 5), deviations being the result of the inter-atomic hybridization only, i.e. an
effect of a purely physical origin, and not an spurious one caused by the axes convention. To quantify those
deviations, we define the projections
p w mR 16m m
2a s= á ña s a
s∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )
Table 3. SG values of the atomic SOI strength parameter ξMe (Me=Co, Cu, Pd, Pt, Au) andVASP values of the atomic spin and
orbitalmagneticmoments,μS andμL, respectively, in Bohrmagnetons (μS values are obtained from calculationswithout





m a m a-å -a
xa [ ( ) ( )], where the index
α runs over the Fe andMe atoms, with ξFe=59.65 meV.




zm (Me) MAE (meV)
FeCo 74.12 2.74 1.67 0.053 0.077 0.064 0.088 0.37
FeCu 110.44 2.55 0.16 0.045 0.009 0.055 0.011 0.20
FePd 191.36 3.00 0.38 0.061 0.030 0.069 0.027 −0.02
FePt 537.18 2.93 0.40 0.057 0.056 0.060 0.044 −1.57
FeAu 615.05 2.98 0.03 0.045 0.037 0.065 0.029 −0.93
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which range between zero and one. As shown in tables 1 and 2, despite the dispersive character of the
bandstructures, in this workwefind projections above 0.80 after wannierization.
4. Results and discussion
4.1.Neutral systems
Table 4 contains the collection of theMAE values of the L10 alloys calculatedwith themethodologies presented
in section 3. All the approaches provide the same behaviour in theMCAof each alloy, albeit there are some
quantitative differences in the correspondingMAE values, whichwill be discussed below. The easy
magnetization axis isOZ in the five studied systems. Overall,MAE values are smaller than 0.5 meV except for
FePt, a well-knownprototype of largeMCA,which shows aMAEof nearly 3 meV in good agreement with other
ab initio values available in the literature [46–48, 59].
Thefirst important observation is that theMAEof Fe-based L10 alloys is not directly correlated with the SO
strength of the alloyingmetal. Indeed, it is the electronic structure what governs theMCAof these alloys,
overruling the effect of the SO strength.Wefind largerMAE values for FeCo and FeCu than for FePd and FeAu
in spite of Pd,Aux being larger than Co,Cux (see table 3). In the case of FeCo it is known that a largeMAE can be
achieved by a strain on the cell alongOZ. For c/a=1.2, the geometry chosen for this work, amaximum is
obtained because degenerate states coupled byHSO lie on the Fermi level [30]. As amatter of fact, in this respect,
FeCo is not an isolated case [15, 60] .
The FSC values obtained in theVASP and SG calculations are in good agreement for FeCo, FeCu, and FePd,
where discrepancies of 0.07 meVor smaller are found. For FePt and FeAu larger deviations of around 0.3 meV
exist. The reason for this discrepancy is difficult to identify. Small quantitative differences in the band structures
provided by both codes would be unimportant formost physical properties but, unfortunately, they become
significant for the estimation of theMAEs.
However, theMAE values predicted by the FTmethod (see table 4) are, in general, very close to the FSC
values, with typical deviations well below 0.1 meV. It is striking tofind such a good agreement even for the
heaviestmetal systems, where the charge density change is expected to be larger. There are only a few exceptions,
Figure 2. Left: dependence of theMAE calculated in the 2PT approximationwith equation (7) (SG calculation) on the energywindow
of allowed occupied (solid) and unoccupied (dashed) one-electron states. Right: Projected densities of states on the d-orbitals (solid
lines) and sp-orbitals (dashed lines) of the Fe (red) andMe (blue) atoms of thefive FeMe alloys (VASP calculation). In each panel, the
positive (negative) values correspond tomajority (minority) spin states and the vertical dashed line indicates the Fermi energy.
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namely theVASP calculation for FePt, FeCo and FeAu and the SG one for FeAu forwhich, nonetheless,
differences remain smaller than 0.2 meV. For the formers, we assign the discrepancy to calculation details rather
than to the limitation of using the non-self-consistent charge density. Among the technical details, the smearing
method used for the Fermi level determination is crucial, since the FT approach is sensitive to the small Fermi
energy shift whenmagnetization occurs in one or other direction. In the FeAu casewith SG,where full k-
convergence is achieved, wemay consider a 0.12 meVdeviation as the upper limit to the accuracy of the FT,
probably due to the larger ξAu SOI strength. Notwithstanding, theHSO term is fully accounted for by this
approach, although not self-consistently.
Figure 3.Contributions to the 2PTMAEof equation (7), i.e. a SG calculation) from the atom-pair terms (panels (a)–(e)) and the
created e–h spin-pair terms (panels (f)–(j)). Here ‘dn’ stands for spin down in the graph. Each colour corresponds to a FeMe system.
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Table 5 shows theMAE values for the thin films. The deviation of the FT values from the FSCones is about
0.1 meV for FeCo and 0.3 meV for FePt bilayers. From these results, it is clear that the dimensionality reduction
can undermine the performance of FT. This has been observed in Fe andCo adatoms onRh(111), Pd(111) [12]
and Pt(111) [61], too, with agreement between FT and FSC values largely depending on the adsorption site and
atomic species [12].We recall that under the FT the electron density is not allowed to relaxwhen SOI is included.
In the FSC calculationwe expect these relaxations to be significant in the low-dimensional cases while in bulk 3D
systems, with the concomitant symmetry constraints, they are strongly reduced. Therefore, wefind the FT
approachmore reliable for the bulk (table 4) than for thinfilms (table 5).
Next, we address the performance of the 2PT approximation to theMAE, first focussing on the SGMAEs
in table 4:MAE values are in almost perfect agreement with FSC and FT results, the ony exception is the FeAu
alloy with a 0.2 meV difference. Thus, the same behaviour between the FT and 2PTmethods indicates that
their accuracy is very similar despite the neglect of high-orderHSO terms in the latter, both providing excellent
results at amuch lower computational cost compared to the reference FSC calculations. The 2PTMAE values
obtainedwith the wannierized bands from the VASP calculation yield worse agreement than the other
methods becomingmore pronounced the heavier themetal in the Fe alloy (see table 4). Specifically, the easy
axis for FePd is switched toOXwhile theMAEof FePt is considerably underestimated and that of FeAu
overestimated. Although thismethod allows the use of very dense k-point grids by interpolation, the quality of
the wannierization procedure is crucial for numerical accuracy. Nonetheless, themain factor that undermines
the finalMAE values is the approximation in theHSOmatrix elements: the assumption that theMLWFs
correspond to AOswith well-defined lm quantumnumbers and, to a lesser extent, the on-site approximation
Figure 4.MAEof bulk systems as a function of the number of valence electronsNe. The vertical line indicates the position of the Fermi
level in the neutral systems. Solid (dashed) lines correspond to the FT (2PT). Left: SG calculations, i.e. the dashed line is obtained from
equation (7), with a Fermi–Dirac smearing of kT = 10 meV is used here. Right: VASP calculations, i.e. the dashed line is obtained
from equation (14), with a Fermi–Dirac smearing of kT=50 meV.
Table 4.MAEvalues in meV for the bulk neutral systems. Labels SG andV indicate SIESTA-
Green andVASP calculations, respectively, with the cut-off energy and k-point samplings
discussed in the text. In the 2PT SG (VASP) calculations a Fermi–Dirac smearingwith
kT=10 meV (kT=50 meV)has been used.
FSC (SG) FSC (V) FT (SG) FT (V) 2PT (SG) 2PT (V)
FeCo 0.42 0.39 0.45 0.55 0.44 0.35
FeCu 0.38 0.45 0.42 0.45 0.42 0.38
FePd 0.22 0.16 0.20 0.13 0.19 −0.11
FePt 2.93 2.59 2.93 2.78 2.92 0.63
FeAu 0.20 0.50 0.36 0.62 0.41 0.76
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(equation (10)) and the neglect of sp-orbital contributions. All in all equation (14) is a coarse approximation.
Despite the apparent resemblance ofMLWFswith atomic wavefunctions by visual inspection (see figure 5 in
the supplementary information), the deformations of these ‘d-orbitals’ are significant, due to the fact that
Fe-alloys have strongly-hybridized bands. For FeCo and FeCu, nevertheless, theMAE behaviour in the energy
Figure 5. k-resolvedMAE as a function of the number of valence electronsNe along high-symmetry directions inside the first Brillouin
zone for the FeCo alloy. The top and bottompanels show the FT and 2PT approaches, respectively, obtained from equation (14)
(VASP calculation)with a Fermi–Dirac smearing of kT=50 meV. The correspondence between theWannier-interpolated
energy eigenvalues without SOI and the number of valence electrons is shown as black (majority spin) and green (minority spin)
bandstructures. The horizontal line indicates charge neutrality. In the colour scale, red and blue regions of the spectrum account for a
contribution to anisotropy easy axis alongOZ orOX, respectively.
Table 5.MAEvalues in meV for the neutral bilayermodels. Labels SG andV indicate SIESTA-
Green andVASP calculations, respectively, with the paramters discussed in the text. As in the bulk
structures, the 2PT SG (VASP) calculations used a Fermi–Dirac smearingwith kT=10 meV
(kT=50 meV).
FSC (SG) FSC (V) FT (SG) FT (V) 2PT (SG) 2PT (V)
FeCo(111) −0.30 −0.41 −0.22 −0.36 −0.04 −0.12
FeCo(100) 0.42 0.38 0.51 0.39 0.76 0.38
FePt(111) 1.15 1.23 1.42 1.34 2.82 1.00
FePt(100) 2.95 2.35 3.39 2.24 6.00 1.75
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windows analysed is similar to the SG ones (not shown). The performance of the 2PTmethod for the thin
films (table 5) is not as good as in the bulk case. Asmentioned above, in a low-dimensional scenario we expect
the spin–orbit effects on the electronic structure to be stronger. Thus, due to its perturbative nature, it ismore
difficult for the 2PTmethod to capture these effects fully.
Now, using the informationprovidedby the L10 alloyswe address the important issue of howclose to the Fermi
level are the states determining theMAEvalues, the abovementionedusual assumption.The 2PT-derivedMAE
is determinedby eigenstates around theFermi levelwithin an energy range givenby the SOI strength ξ and the
kn kn
1 -s s¢ ¢ -( ) factors. Indeed, equation (7) gives lessweight to the e−hpairs coupled byHSOmatrix elements
that lie farther in energy (the contributions of the energy prefactors are shown infigure 6of the Supplementary
Information). Intuitively, deep states in the valence bandmight be regarded as negligible for theMAE.However, a
third factor needs to be considered: the avaible number of states. To analyse the competitionof these three effects, we
have calculated the 2PTMAEallowingonly initial (final) stateswithin an energywindowbelow (above) the Fermi
energywhen evaluating equation (7). The results are shown infigure 2 (left) for the SGcase,while thosewithVASP
are qualitatively the same (not shown).When imposing an energywindowon the occupied states, a plateau in the
MAEvalue isnot reacheduntil thewindow is 5–7 eVwide, depending on the system.These energy ranges comprise
the d-bandwidths below the Fermi level (see the densities of states (DOS)projected on thed-orbitals infigure 2
(right).Withheavier atoms, deeper states contribute non-trivially to theMAE, even reversing its sign, as it is the case
of FeAu.Therefore, thefinal value of theMAEof each systemdepends on its electronic structure details, since the
dispersion andbinding energies of the individual bandpairs coupled byHSO largely vary fromone system to
another. The effect of constraining the accessible empty states infigure 2 is less dramatic and reveals a common
behaviour in all the systems.With awindowabove the Fermi level, theMAEplateau is reached at∼2.5 eV.As shown
in theDOSplots, this energy range corresponds to the empty spin-minority states of Fe in all the alloys andother
emptymetal d-states also contribute, although to a lesser extent, if available (CoandPt).
Therefore, we conclude that, as a general rule, the highDOS counterbalances the decay of the
kn kn
1 -s s¢ ¢ -( ) factors and dominates over the ξ prefactors.We can see these trends in the systems under study.
In brief,figure 2 shows that states distant from the Fermi level by asmuch as several eV (that is, spanning the
whole d-band of the alloy) cannot be neglected in a 2PT calculation, not even in the case of atomswithweak SOI.
Wenote also that, because of theDOS effect, the observedMAE for FeAu is not the largest, despite of the heavy
Au atoms. From this figure, we conclude that the accessibility of empty Fe spin-minority states is a common
feature that allows for sizeableMCAs in the Fe-based alloys, while the details of the occupied d-bands of each
case determine thefinalMAE value.
Another appealing aspect of the 2PT formulation is that it allows to split theMAE into contributions arising
frompairs of atoms in themetallic alloy: Fe–Fe, Fe–MeandMe–Me. This is straighforwardwhen usingMLWFs
and equation (14) (seefigures 7(a)–(e) in the supplementary information), while if equation (7) is used, the
decomposition can be realized by restricting ,a a¢( ) to a given pair of atoms and performing the summation
over all the other ,b b¢( )AOcontributions. The result is shown infigures 3(a)–(e). As expected, Fe andCo have a
balancedweight on the final FeCoMAE,while Cu hardly contributes to that of FeCu. In the rest of alloys the
Figure 6.MAEof thinfilms as a function of the number of valence electronsNe. Left and right columns show results fromSG and
VASP calculations, respectively. Line type description as in figure 4.
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decompositions show the contributionwe could expect from the knowledge of the electronic structure, at least
qualitatively. The Pt–Pt and Fe–Pt terms are themain contributors in the FePt alloy, because ξPt is an order of
magnitude larger than ξFe and because the d electrons of both species are strongly hybridized.Wefind, in
agreement to [14], that the large contribution of the SOI of Pt atoms to the perpendicular anisotropy (OZ easy
axis) is partially balanced by the effect of the Fe–Pt hybrid bands, which favour in-plane anisotropy. In FeAu, the
Au–Au term is also very large due to themagnitude of ξAu, but nowwe see that the contribution of Fe–Au terms
is weaker, since there is little hybridizationwithAu-d electrons.
Finally, we compare our perturbative results with thewidely used 2PT equation by Bruno for bands of d-
orbital character [18], which assumes that all the accesible holes areminority spin states. Therefore, it neglects
e–h excitations that involve spin-flip, which leads to E L2 xD µ á ñ( ) . Table 3 shows theMAE values obtained in
this approximationwith theDFT-calculated AOmoment valuesμL for eachmagnetization direction. Although
the density ofmajority-spin states above the Fermi level ismarginal (shown infigure 2), the results of the Bruno
formula differ significantly from the othermethods, and in some cases it does not even predict the correct easy
magnetization axis. In addition to the breakdownof the approximation itself, we can ascribe the discrepancies to
the tendency ofDFT to underestimate orbitalmoment values.
Figures 3(f)–(j) shows the contributions of the e–h spinpairs to theMAEof equation (7) (the equivalent result
with theMWLFapproach is shown in the supplementary informationfigures 7(f)–(j)).Weobserve that the spin-flip
termshave, indeed, anon-negligible contribution in all cases. In FeCoandFeCu the spin-downfinal (empty) states
clearly dominate the totalMAEvalue, since the contribution from the spin-upfinal sates is almost negligible due to
their very lowDOS (seefigure 2).However, the interpretationof the e–h spinpair contributions for the rest of alloys is
less trivial; in the case of FePt, in particular, theup-up termsurprisingly accounts formost of theMAE.Adetailed
energy-resolved analysis of this counterintuitive result (not shown) reveals that, despite the spin-downfinal states still
yield the largest contributions in absolute value for all alloys, they tend to cancel or evenprovidenet negative values
(FePd, FePt, andFeAu)when integrated around theFermi level,whereas the transitions involving spin-upfinal states
increase inmagnitude as theMeatombecomesheavier and tend to takepositive values.
4.2. Non-neutral systems
Figure 4 shows theMAE as a function of the number of electronsNe calculated for the L10 cases within the FT
and the 2PT approaches. Here, we have followed a rigid band approach, inwhich the Fermi level is recalculated
for eachNe employing the eigenvalues and eigenstates of the unperturbed neutral calculation.Hence, the plots
represent theMAEbehaviour of each alloy under conditions of doping or application of a bias voltage, which are
commonworking conditions inmagnetic devices, albeit, due to the rigid band approach, only small deviations
from the neutral situation are physicallymeaningful. Nevertheless, this approach provides a deep understanding
of the physical origin of theMCAand yields valuable information about the accuracy of theMAE values, as we
showbelow. As expected from the disccusion in the previous section, there are only small differences between
the FT curves calculatedwith SG andVASP.
Switchingof the easymagnetization axis occurs several times as a functionof bandfilling in all cases. Interestingly,
aMAEreversal already takes place by removal or additionof oneor two electronsper unit cell. Furthermore, theMAE
undergoesdrastic changes inmagnitude, even attaining valueswhich are oneorder ofmagnitude larger than the
neutral ones, specially in the N 10e » regionwhere thed-bands show thehighest density of states.
With amethodological aim inmind, the study of theMAE in thenon-neutral case allows us to study the validity
the 2PTperturbative approachwith greater confidence than in the neutral case, since nowwe can compare aMAE
curvewith a rich structure insteadof just a single value. The SG2PTcurves (dashed lines in the left-handpanel of
figure 4) are in very good agreementwith the FT curves for FeCo, FeCu, andFePd,while large discrepancies appear
whenheavier atoms are present. This is particularly evident in FeAu forNe=5−10,which corresponds to the
spectrumregionwhere thed-bands ofAu lie.Considering the strongdependenceof theMAEon the electronband
structure details discussed in the previous section and the fact that the agreementwith FT is not homogeneous asNe
changes, both facts suggest that 2PT loses its validity for elementswith strong SOI. Thus, the coincidence in the
neutral-case FePt andFeAuMAEs couldbe considered to be fortuitous, in the sense that the coincidence is a
consequenceof the specific band structure of the alloy, as it is the case of FePt (also observed in [62]) andFeAu5.
5
In the FeAu alloy, the Au-d states aremostly confined in a band between−7 and−4 eV below the Fermi energy (seefigure 2). On the one
hand, those states are subject to strong couplings by SOI, since ξAu=615 meV.On the other hand, because of the kn kn 1 -s s¢ ¢ -( ) factors,
those states have aweaker effect on theMAE forNe values close to charge neutrality (Ne=19) than for smallerNe values. E.g. a bandfilling
Ne=10 corresponds to a downward shift of the Fermi level of−3.7 eV, close to theAu-d states. Therefore, fast sharp oscillations are
observed in theMAE curve atNe=5−10, while smooth behaviour and apparent agreement with FT exists at N 12e > . Importantly, this
does notmean that the Au-d states have a negligible contribution, as evidenced by the absence of a plateau in the occupied states curve of the
FeAu panel offigure 2, which represents theNe=19 case. For the FePt alloy, since the Pt-d band is less localized in energies, the
disagreement between 2PT and FT is visible throughout theMAE(Ne) curve.
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This restriction of the 2PT validity to light atoms is not a serious disadvantage. This approach facilitates the
MAE evaluationwith fine k-point grids and narrow smearingwidths at a lower computational cost, since it
requires a singleDFT calculationwithout SOI.We recall that aweakMCAdoes not necessarily follow from a
small ξ, as we see in the systems under study. In extended systems like the current ones, band dispersion governs
theMCA.
Both FT and 2PTdescribe SOIwith a perturbative treatment of either the charge density changes or the ξ
parameter, respectively. At this point, it is important to note another fundamental difference between the FT
and 2PT formalisms. In the formermethod, the eigenvalues changewith themagnetization axis and some
degeneraciesmay be broken. In the lattermethod, the unperturbed band structure is not explicitelymodified.
Instead, e–h pair excitations of theGS 0Y ñ∣ ( ) are induced byHSO, with probabilities given by theirmatrix
elements. In otherwords, 2PT is amany-body approach, while FT is a one-electron approach. Thus, if we take
the limit of single ions and uniaxial anisotropy, the 2PT approach described here tends to thewidely-used
formalismof the spin hamiltonian for non-degenerate states H DS E S Sz x yion
2 2 2= + -( ) [63, 64]. Thismagnetic
anisotropymodel is widely used in the study of single-atommagnetism and spin excitations [21–23].
Visual evidence of the inherent difference between FT and 2PT is presented infigure 5. This figure shows, for
the case of FeCo and theVASP-Wannier calculation, theMAEdensities as a function ofNe in the reciprocal
space along a few high-symmetry directions inside the 1BZ. To guide the eye, the bandswithout SOI have been
transformed from energies to the corresponding fillingNe and superimposed on theMAEdensity graph. As
expected, for the FT case (top panel) the regions of non-zeroMAE are localized close to the unperturbed bands,
and take positive or negative values depending on the relativeHSO induced shifts in the eigenvalues between the
OZ andOXmagnetization directions. Themap also reveals abrupt switching of theMAEdensities close to
several band-crossings. For example, this happens near theΓ point andNe;9, where a pair ofmajority spin
bands is split by a few meV formagnetization alongOZ. Since the splitting is nearly symmetric in energy about
the non-perturbed bands, the contribution toMAE is negative as the bottomband isfilled and changes sign
when the upper one starts to become occupied.When both bands are completely filled theMAE vanishes. In the
2PT approach theMAEdensity (lower panel) takes a very different aspect since the bandstructure is not
modified and, as shownby figure 2, e–h pairs with an energy difference as large as a few eV can contribute to
MAE at a givenNe (see also supplementary information figure 6). Thus, themap presents broad plateaus with a
non-negligibleMAEdensity in areas devoid of bands, while sign changes are always localized precisely at the
bands, since they take placewhen the combined e–h distribution functions (term f f1kn kn -s s¢ ¢( )[ ( )] in
equation (5)) also changes sign as the band is crossed. Nevertheless, for FeCo the two approaches yield a similar
overall description of theMAE(Ne) behaviour, as seen in the k-integrated curve offigure 4 (right), in spite of
treating bandstructures in a different way by construction.
With the 2PT calculation that usesMLWFs poorer agreement is found in the profile of theMAE(Ne) curves,
due to the limitations of thismethodology. Still, the qualitative behaviour is reproduced in all alloys except FeAu,
where similar deviations as for the SG case are found (see right-hand panel offigure 4). Therefore, it could be
used under suitable conditions tomake predictions on theMAEbehaviour as a function of doping or bias
voltage at a low computational cost from aDFT calculationwhich does not include SOI. Those conditions
are (i)weak SOI strength and (ii) resemblance between theMLWFs andY2m spherical harmonics.When thefirst
condition ismet, theMAEobtained in the on-site approximation (equation (10)) performs as accurately as FT.
This has been checkedwith SG calculations (see Supplementary Information figure 8), where the drawback of
point (ii) is not present. Interestingly, the effect of inter-atomic d-orbital hybridization on theMAE iswell
captured by thismethodology via the F factors in equation (15), while the crude approximation done for the SOI
matrix elements seems less important, as it can be deduced from the good agreement with the FT curves in the
FeCo and FeCupanels offigure 4 (right).
Finally, we analyse the effect of low dimensionality in the non-neutral case. Figure 6 shows theMAE
dependence on the number of electrons per unit cell for the four studied bilayers. As discussed above in
section 4.1, the impact of SOI in the two-dimensional bandstructure is stronger, which ismanifested in the large
magnitude of the oscillations in theMAE curves offigure 6. Although FT is a less reliablemethod for the thin
films, we observe the samemain trend as in the bulk results offigure 4, namely, that the agreement is better for
FeCo, since the SOI strength is inside the perturbative regime.
5. Conclusions
In this work, we have included the SOI inDFT calculations at different levels of approximation to obtain the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energies (MAE). As reference, we use fully-relativistic fully-self-consistent (FSC)
calculations.We have examined the accuracy of amany-body second-order perturbation (2PT) treatment of the
SOI on the scalar-relativistic GS andwe have found that it is as good as thewell established FT approach. In both
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cases (2PT and FT), we have confirmed that an accurate Fermi level determination is crucial to obtainwell
convergedMAE values.
As case studies, we have considered several FeMe tetragonal ferromagnetic alloys with L10 structure, as well
as two FeMe (Me=Co, Pt) bilayers with (111) and (100) symmetry. By choosingMe=Co,Cu, Pd, Pt, andAu, we
cover the scenarios of s–d and d–d hybrid band effects and a range of atomic SOI strength parameters ξ.Wefind
that the 2PT approximation describes accurately theMAEs of FeCo, FeCu, (ξ∼0.05 eV) and satisfactorily that
of FePd (ξ∼0.1 eV), but fails for the alloys containing 5dmetals (ξ∼0.5 eV), while FT to provides reliable
MAE values in general and someminor quantitative discrepancies with respect to FSC values for the bilayers.
The difference in the performance of the two approximations has the following origin: while 2PT is perturbative
in ξ, FT is perturbative in the charge density changes by SOI.
TheMAE in this family of alloys is determined not only by the empty spin-minority Fe states, which lie about
2 eV above the Fermi level, but also by thewhole valence band, which lies several eV below the Fermi level. Thus,
theMCA is determined by electronic states that lie from the Fermi levelmuch further than the SOI strength
parameter. The details of the bandstructure are, in essence, responsible for the finalMAE value.
Finally, the 2PT approximation is sound enough to account for the anisotropy behaviour of theweak SOI
alloys under deviations from charge neutrality.We show thatmagnetic switching can be induced by addition or
removal of electrons. This effect could be tuned by, for example, doping or strain, tofind an scenario under a
minimal bias voltage. These properties have ample applications inmagnetoelectric andmagnetostrictive
devices. The 2PT approximation to the SOI, when valid, can be used to study large numbers of these cases
efficiently, as it uses as sole input a scalar-relativistic DFT calculation.
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